"East and West in Citizenship Education: Encounters in Education for Diversity and Democracy"

9th CitizED International Conference Tokyo, Japan 2013

We are delighted to announce that the 9th citizED conference will be held in Tokyo, 13-15th July 2013.

Key note presentations and papers on research and scholarship in citizenship education will explore a wide range of themes including philosophical principles, policy, teacher training, pedagogy and assessment. Papers will be welcomed which adopt comparative perspectives as well as those that explore ideas and practices about individual countries and regions.

This conference will provide the perfect opportunity to explore new perspectives and possible future collaborations between ‘east’ and ‘west’ in citizenship education.

Tokyo is an exciting Far East mega-city which is at the heart of attempts to develop greater academic understanding and professional insights about citizenship education.

The conference will take place at the Campus Innovation Center, Tokyo which is purpose built, well-equipped and easily accessible.

There is likely to be strong interest in this internationally significant conference. Please reserve the dates in your diary now.

A call for papers with more detailed information will be issued in October 2012.